East Asia Science & Security Network (EASS) AGENDA
November 3, 2007, Beijing, China

Note: The topics described below are provisional, and are intended to denote informal presentations combined with discussions among the project team. The order of presentations is at this point relatively arbitrary, and should be revised as schedules and topics dictate.

9:00 - 10.30 AM
Session I: Regional Nuclear Fuel Cycles Paths Analysis
• Jungmin Kang: Draft Regional Nuclear Fuel Cycles and Workbook for Regional Fuel Cycles Analysis
• Tatsujiro Suzuki and Tadahiro Katsuta: Update on Japan Nuclear Fuel Cycles Analysis
• David Von Hippel and Peter Hayes: Interaction of AES Paths Analyses with EASSC work
• Team Workplanning to end 2007 JK+team review milestones;
• Final Report, Publications (paper/papers in AES Special Issue for Energy Policy?)

10.45 - 12:30 PM
Session II: Other Updates
• Li Bin: Update on China EASSC activities
• Prof. Wu: Update on nuclear fuel cycle activities/policies in China(?)
• Dr. Dmitriev: Update on nuclear fuel cycle activities/policies in Russia
• Jim Falk: Update on nuclear fuel cycle activities/policies in Australia
• Peter Hayes: Report on Indonesian/Vietnam/Singapore

[WORKING LUNCH ~12:30 PM]

2:00 - 3.30 PM
Session III: Civil Society Monitoring Network
• Peter Hayes/Tatsujiro Suzuki/Kiho Yi: Discussions/update on Civil Society Monitoring Network project: algorithms, websites

3.45 - 5:00 PM
Session IV: Wrap-up
• Peter Hayes: Update on Funding Situation

5:00 PM    End of Meeting
6:30 PM    Informal Group Dinner